The purpose of this paper is to explore the applications of quantum computing to energy systems optimization problems and discuss some of the challenges faced by quantum computers with techniques to overcome them. The basic concepts underlying quantum computation and their distinctive characteristics in comparison to their classical counterparts are also discussed. Along
Introduction
With the rising demand for energy and the need for environmental protection, there has been a primary interest in the design, control, and planning of energy systems. New energy resources are also being integrated into energy systems rendering optimal management and control of available resources to be a key issue in harnessing new technologies. Without optimal utilization of resources, the cost of investment for these technologies cannot be justified. Therefore, optimization tools and algorithms provide a suitable way to solve complex energy systems problems in this field. For the comparison between renewable energy sources, factors such as price of generated energy, greenhouse gas emissions, availability of resources, efficiency of energy conversion, natural resource requirement, and social impacts have been previously taken into account [1] . Proper allocation of available energy sources requires the study of models such as energy planning models, energy supply-demand models, forecasting models, renewable energy models, emission reduction models, and optimization models [2] . Energy generation planning and scheduling systems, location and transportation problems, resource allocation, engineering design, network planning are some of other areas wherein optimization methods has found widespread applications [3] . Novel optimization frameworks with comprehensive energy conversion modelling and complete system optimization is an important tool to reduce life-cycle cost and evaluate optimal design for micro-grid energy systems [4] . The worldwide energy crisis demands development of hybrid renewable energy systems instead of fossil fuels. Simulation based studies of large-scale global optimization for such hybrid energy systems through energy management strategies have also been conducted [5] . Reliability and cost of power systems with integrated renewable resources are important aspects considered by system operators. Optimization methods for maintenance by considering the system reliability can be applied for such systems [6] . Apart from the deterministic optimization methods, in the last few decades, heuristic approaches and artificial neural networks have also been proposed. Meta-heuristic algorithms like simulated annealing [7] , tabu search [8] , genetic algorithms [9] , ant-colony optimization [10] have grown quite popular due to their ability to tackle complex optimization problems where traditional methods prove ineffective. As the complexity of some problems increase, exponential computation time might be needed to find the optimum in the worst case. For example, in the case of power grid networks, complexity of the network is a function of the number of power plants that are a part of the grid. According to the data obtained from U.S. energy information administration (EIA), Quantum computing provides a novel approach to help solve some of the most complex problems while offering an essential speed advantage over conventional computers [11] . This is evident from the quantum algorithm proposed by Shor for factorization which is exponentially faster than any known classical algorithm [12] , and Grover's quantum search algorithm capable of searching a large database in time square root of its size [13] . Quantum chemistry [14] , machine learning [15] , cryptography [16] and optimization are some of the areas where a quantum advantage is perceived when facilitated by a quantum computer. Recent advances in hardware technology and quantum algorithms allow for complex energy systems optimization problems to be solved on a quantum computer. Methods such as process integration, superstructure optimization, and their applications to sustainable design and synthesis of energy systems are crucial and have been an active research area [17] . These methods due to their high complexity require classical optimization solvers to solve the formulated problem, which can be computationally expensive with no guarantee of returning a solution. Classical optimization methods applied to large-scale renewable and sustainable energy systems to perform multiobjective optimization result in use of high computational effort [18] . Physical modelling and optimization of hybrid energy power systems require exponential computation time as the size of problem increases [19] . It is imperative to account for optimal design and multi-scale decisions of shale gas energy systems that are economical, sustainable and socially responsible. Modelling and optimization of such shale gas energy systems under multiple types of uncertainties is a computational challenge [20] . Decomposition of complex large-scale design and synthesis optimization of energy system problems can result in nested optimization problems simpler than the original but is much more computationally intensive [21] . An integral part of designing energy supply chains with multi-scale complexities is to build a large-scale integrated model that includes minute details across all spatial and temporal scales. Classical general purpose optimization methods and off-the-shelf optimization solvers fail to compute feasible solutions for the resulting large-scale multi-objective optimization problem [22] . Optimizing the bioenergy and biofuel supply chain network structure comprising of multiple sites and multiple echelons is performed at the design stage through superstructure optimization. However, a comprehensive and detailed superstructure although appealing, may be computationally intractable [23] . With the increasing importance of water-energy-food nexus, challenges that account for its multiple scales, appropriate system boundaries, modelling the decision making and conflicting objectives along with uncertainties must be considered. Although a higher level of detail provides more thorough details, the associated modelling and computational challenges increase [24] . Custom algorithms for a specific problem class can sometimes outperform the best available classical solvers, but a generic solution approach is much more desirable. While solving large instances of complex problems with deterministic technique is intractable, approximate algorithms should be considered.
Quantum computers realize such approximate algorithms intrinsically.
Important large-scale problems of practical relevance can consist of thousands of variables, and constraints which due to their complex combinatorial nature may require days or even weeks to converge to an optimal solution. Design of shale-gas supply chain network covering more than 10,000 km 2 area requires optimizing a mixed-integer linear problem with 51,133 variables and 51,880 constraints. State-of-the-art classical CPU-based solver takes more than 15 hours to compute a solution with the desired optimality gap [25] . Another such example of an integrated optimization framework for energy supply chain involves optimization of a quadratic constrained mixed-integer problem with 8,321 total variables and 7,247 constraints. Solving this problem by a classical CPU-based solver requires 15.6 hours of computation time [26] . Although energy systems problems have been well acknowledged by industry and academia, most of the existing studies are limited to regional scales. Extending such studies to national or global scales faces the limitation of computational power and can result in computationally intractable mathematical problems. All these challenges motivate the need of developing novel and more efficient solution strategies for energy systems optimization problems. Quantum computing is a game-changer technology that is able to tackle such intractable problems and may produce good solutions in reasonable runtimes. Unlike classical computers exploring the entire space of feasible solutions, quantum computers focus on exploring selected feasible subspaces, thus inducing a quantum speedup. This paper exemplifies the promise of quantum computation through well-known energy systems optimization problems.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce readers to the new and emerging field of quantum computation for optimization, and state its implications and applications to energy systems engineering. A brief background unraveling the working of a quantum computer and its major dissimilarities with conventional CPU/GPU-based classical computers will also be provided.
Conventional or classical computers are governed by classical physics, and simply put are integrated multi-purpose computers used by most people on a daily basis. Furthermore, examples solving small optimization problems on different types of quantum computers will be illustrated here allowing the readers to get a basic idea on using quantum computers for optimization purposes. Finally, a detailed methodology for application of quantum computers to classes of energy systems optimization like facility location allocation, unit commitment problems and heat exchanger network synthesis, is discussed. Some of the challenges faced by quantum computing for energy systems optimization, as well as its limitations and scope in the future, are also discussed. The major contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
• A brief review of quantum computing fundamentals and operating functionality of two types of quantum computing architectures has been provided. A step-by-step tutorial of developing solution strategies for energy systems optimization problem using both the above-mentioned quantum computing architectures is put forward.
• Novel reformulations of energy systems optimization problems namely facility locationallocation, unit commitment and heat exchanger network synthesis into unconstrained binary optimization problems has been proposed to facilitate ease of mapping and solving on quantum hardware.
• A performance comparison study in aspects of timing and solution quality is also conducted for each class of problems using both state-of-the-art quantum computing algorithms and best available classical CPU-based solution methods.
• While addressing the limitations of proposed methodologies owing to technological barriers, the future scope of quantum computing for large-scale complex energy systems optimization problems is discussed and some ideas to harness the full potential of quantum computers which can pave the way to a new sophisticated solution architecture for energy systems optimization are also put forth.
Quantum Computing Fundamentals
Over the past five decades, Moore's law has held true with the computing power doubling every two years by reducing the size of transistors in an integrated circuit. The current state of the art transistors are only a few atoms thick [27] . However, as this size gets smaller quantum effects start to interfere with their functionality. Quantum computing is the next frontier for computation.
A broad definition of quantum computing is computing that follows the logic of quantum mechanics.
Analogous to bit being the fundamental unit of classical computing, quantum computing is built upon the quantum bit called qubit. A classical bit can be in either of state 0 or 1, while a qubit is in the superposition state of 0 and 1 together termed as computational basis states. Dirac notation "| " is the standard notation for states in quantum mechanics. Fig. 2 shows the Bloch sphere representation of a quantum bit which helps to visualize the state of a single qubit. Unlike classical bit which can be in either of its two states, infinite number of states are possible for a qubit. After it is measured, the state of qubit collapses to one of the basis states [11] . Another elegant property of qubits which sets them apart from classical bits is entanglement. Quantum entanglement is the ability to form co-relations between individually random behaviors of two qubits. These properties of superposition and ability to exist in entangled states are exploited in a quantum computer resulting in high computation power. A few of proposed quantum computing architectures have already been realized through technological advancements. A brief overview on the operation and the applications of these quantum computing technologies is provided below.
Fig. 2. Fundamental units of computing

Quantum Circuit Model
A quantum circuit comprises of quantum gates manipulating qubits to perform calculations.
Analogous to logic gates in classical digital circuits, quantum gates are the building blocks of quantum circuits. In this model, quantum gate operations are applied one by one to the state of the system, thus evolving it towards a desired solution of the problem [28] . Gate model of quantum computation is an alternate term used for this model. In the quantum circuit, the tasks of preparing a specific input, applying a set of gate operations and measuring the state of qubits in the computational basis is carried out sequentially [29] . Quantum algorithms play a vital role in implementing the power of quantum hardware. Approximate solutions for combinatorial optimization problems can be produced by Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA) [30] . In the field of chemistry and optimization, a classical-quantum hybrid algorithm called Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) has shown exceptional performance in terms of speed and resource utilization [31] . Generating a trial state and estimating its energy is performed on a quantum computer with the energy being optimized on classical computer.
However, practical applications of the gate model quantum computer are limited. Few problems like integer factorization and solving linear system of equations show exponential speedup [32] , while for other problems gate model quantum computers are not known to be faster than CPU/GPU-based classical computers. The qubits in this model are susceptible to decoherence, meaning their quantum states are destroyed by interactions with the environment. A universal quantum computer can be realized after overcoming these setbacks and joining forces with classical computing. Tech giants in the field of computation like IBM have already launched a cloud based commercial version of a gate model quantum computer, and is working towards building an universal quantum computer [33] .
Quantum Annealing based model
Quantum Annealing, which is essentially the noisy version of quantum adiabatic computation, is a quantum counterpart of simulated annealing. Instead of thermal fluctuations [7] , quantum fluctuations are introduced in quantum annealing for faster convergence to optimal state [34] . A quantum annealing machine has wide range of applications, including ability to solve discrete/combinatorial optimization problems. Unlike the gate circuit model, quantum annealing machines or annealers are explicitly designed for a specific purpose, like optimization, machine learning, etc. It has also been proven that an extended form of quantum annealing is theoretically equivalent to gate (circuit) model [35] . The Canadian company, D-Wave, provides state of the art quantum annealing machines that have wide range of applications with cloud access to its users [36] .
This model of quantum computer realizes the quantum annealing algorithm by enabling the quantum tunneling processes. In order to minimize the cost function, a time dependent term representing quantum fluctuations is added, such that the probability of existence of optimum is uniform over all possible states. This can be seen in Fig. 3 where the cost function is a double well with local optimum states and the probability distribution ( , ) P x t being uniform at the beginning.
After allowing the natural time evolution of the system, the probability is highest at global optimal solution at the end of the annealing process. Apart from quantum hardware, this algorithm can also be simulated on classical computers using a deterministic approach or quantum Monte Carlo techniques for large problems [37] .
Although quantum annealing machines are able to withstand noise from environment, there are very few problems, which can be solved exponentially faster on these machines as compared to classical algorithms. Also, in comparison to gate circuit model the number of qubits used in annealers is much higher. Simultaneously, a hardware and language independent approach is being developed to enable migration of existing scientific code across all architectures [38] . At this stage of development there is a tradeoff between the above mentioned models of quantum computation and an informed decision must be made based on the complexity class, size of the problems, and whether or not a quantum advantage is expected.
Fig. 3. Time evolution of Quantum Annealing process for optimization of a function having both local and global optimum
Facility location-allocation in energy systems optimization
Facility location and allocation problems are essential components of strategic design and planning for energy systems [39] . Some energy systems infrastructure development optimization problems could be cast as facility location-allocation problems. There has been substantial research on their model formulations, and various algorithms have been developed to solve such problems [40] . Examples of this type of energy systems optimization problems include determining the optimal location for wind farms to maximize energy capture while accounting for electrical grid constraints [41] . Locations of facilities such as solar or wind power generation systems or hydro power plant can also be determined based on minimization of facility opening costs, energy transportation costs subject to satisfying energy demand subject to resource availability constraints [39] .
One such fundamental problem from the category of facility location is the quadratic assignment problem [42] . Hub-based network design for electricity storage require a hub facility location model, which is formulated as a quadratic assignment problem [43, 44] . Some solution approaches for biofuel supply chain optimization also use quadratic programming models [45] .
The quadratic assignment problem being one of the most difficult problems of the NP-hard complexity class, is widely studied in the combinatorial optimization community. A number of formulations and solution techniques have been proposed accounting for the continuous interest in this problem [46] . In the context of power grid optimization, n power plants are to be assigned to n regions in such a way that the cost of interplant transportation is minimized. This is illustrated for four plants or facilities in Fig. 4 . Two n × n matrices C=||Cij||and T=||Tpq|| are given, where Cij is the cost of transporting one unit of energy from location i to location j and Tpq is the number of units of energy to be transported from plant p to plant q. Each of the n 2 assignment variable is denoted by binary variable xpi to represent whether plant p is assigned to location i. The assignment constraints ensure that only one facility is assigned to each location. For simplicity purposes, any demand constraints and resource availability constraints are not considered here. The Koopmans-Beckmann formulation [47] of this problem is given in Eq.
(1). open-source quantum computing framework called Qiskit [50] . Qiskit has three primary components, Terra, Aqua, and Aer, and they provide for composing quantum programs at circuitlevel, tools and libraries for building quantum applications, and a high-performance simulator for quantum circuits, respectively.
The quadratic assignment problem can be converted into a single objective cost function given by Eq. (2) where the parameter A is a free parameter chosen to be large enough to ensure constraint satisfaction. In order to map the problem to a quantum computer, an Ising Hamiltonian corresponding to the objective function must be minimized. 
A code sample written in Python programming language is shown in Fig. 5 properties and relevance to the ultimate goal. Finally, the quantum algorithm can be run on a Qasm simulator or on IBM Q devices remotely via cloud [51] .
Execution of the quantum algorithm produces a probability distribution for possible lowest energy states or ground states for the Ising Hamiltonian, which correspond to the optimal solutions of the original cost function. The solution with highest probability tends to be the most likely global optimum. A binary string corresponding to the solution and its probability is returned after execution. Fig. 5 .b represents a histogram for this probability distribution, which clearly highlights the most probable solutions for their respective problem instances. Fig. 6 , where the 'linear' and 'quadratic' terms are user defined. Dimod is an utility that generates the binary quadratic model using both linear and quadratic terms provided [54] . Embedding of the problem by mapping it to physical qubits on the annealer is an important step here. Qbsolv is a decomposing solver which finds the minimum of a large QUBO by partitioning it into smaller sub-problems [55] . This solver can be configured to solve the QUBO problem instance by a meta-heuristic algorithm, Tabu Search, on a CPU-based classical computer or by quantum algorithm on D-Wave's quantum system. However, as problem size increases partitioning it into sub-problems might affect the timing performance and the quality of produced solution. 
Results
Problem instances of size ranging from 3 to 20 facilities and locations were solved using both D-wave's quantum computer and CPU-based classical computer. Known optimal solutions are available on the QAPLIB collection [48] for the used problem instances. Solutions given by an exact deterministic solver Gurobi implemented on Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 3.40GHz CPU were used for cross validation and for the purposes of benchmarking. Model sizes for quadratic assignment instances for n locations and n facilities are given in Table 1 . This means that the largest problem with 20 candidate locations and 20 facilities includes 400 binary variables. Table 2 shows the detailed computational times and objective function values for the quadratic assignment problem instances. All the instances were solved using both classical Gurobi solver and quantum Qbsolv solver, and the objective values along with computational times required to calculate them were noted. Best solutions obtained using the quantum solver are reported in the computational results. A timeout of 12 hours was set for the Gurobi solver, meaning solver algorithm would stop the solution process after the specified time limit. Objective function values at this time limit are reported. Best known solutions for these problem instances are also given in Table 2 to compare the quality of obtained solutions with both classical and quantum techniques.
As evident from Table 2 , the classical solver Gurobi uses up exponentially more time as problem size increases. However, that is not the case with quantum solver. Smaller sized instances of the quadratic assignment problem which can be embedded onto the specific Chimera graph of the quantum processor are solved within less than 0.07 seconds. Time required by these small scale instances is more or less similar. This is because after the process of embedding the whole QUBO corresponding to a small problem instance on to the Chimera graph is finished, the computation time includes only the annealing and post-processing times which are proportional to the rate of reading samples. On the other hand, when an embedding cannot be found for a larger QUBO instance, the solver Qbsolv splits the input QUBO instance into sub-QUBOs that fit on the D-Wave system in use. This classical-quantum hybrid algorithm exploits the complementary strengths of both tabu search and D-Wave solver [56] . Fig. 7 . Solution quality for quadratic assignment problem instances obtained using quantum solver Similar to other heuristic techniques, a decline in quality of solution is observed for large problems, where solution space grows exponentially with the size. The quality of obtained solution can be represented as deviation from the best available optimal solution. This can be seen in Fig.   7 , in which a distribution of percentage deviation from best known optimal solution for each problem instance is plotted. These results show that good solutions without excessive computation times can be obtained with quantum solver implemented on D-wave system. In spite of the percentage deviation being not greater than five percent, a more robust partitioning scheme might be able to eliminate or lower this deviation.
Unit commitment problem
Unit commitment (UC) is one of the most popular and critical optimization problems in the electrical power industry for the operations of power systems. The UC problem is generally formulated as a large-scale mixed integer nonlinear problem and solving it is very difficult due to the nonlinear cost function and the combinatorial nature of set of feasible solutions. It has been proven that UC is not only NP-hard but also NP-complete, so it is impossible to develop an algorithm with polynomial computation time to solve it [57] . Various techniques to solve the UC problem have been proposed based on deterministic approach [58] , meta-heuristic methods and combinatorial approaches [59] . Efficient optimization techniques to solve advanced UC models when high renewable energy sources are integrated to the power systems, are of critical importance [60] . With the increasing number of energy sources, UC problem poses a hard challenge making it crucial to develop effective methodologies to tackle this challenge.
Unit commitment is concerned with minimizing the total operational cost to meet an estimated electric power demand over a given time horizon, while a number of system and generator constraints must be met [61] . Fig. 8 
Implementation
Only an unconstrained quadratic optimization problem can be mapped on to D-wave system, so the mixed-integer quadratic programming problem in Eq. {0,1} 
Results
The model sizes for unit commitment problem with n units and N grids are given in Table 3 .
The size of discretized problem increases with the number of grids N. For the largest problem with constraints.
The randomly generated problem instances for unit commitment in a single time interval were solved using both classical and quantum solvers. The computational results for the same are given in Table 4 For a large discretized UC problem solved with Gurobi, increasing the number of grids reduces the deviation from global optimal solution. Ideally, a similar behavior should be observed for the case of quantum solver. But high number of grids require higher precision on the quantum system.
Due to the precision limitations for biases and coupling strengths on the D-wave quantum system, discretizing problem space into smaller grid sizes does not guarantee a better solution. Dividing the space into grids beyond a certain limit would be redundant and solution quality would further deteriorate. Thus, there is a trade-off between precision and likelihood of global optimal solution when solving quantum optimization problems.
Heat exchanger network synthesis
In order to avoid excessive energy consumption in industrial plants, energetic integration of processes is necessary. Heat exchanger network synthesis (HENS) is a systematic tool to control the costs of energy for a process. Heating and cooling costs are controlled by hot and cold utilities as well as the heat exchangers in a network. Enhancing heat transfer in heat exchanger devices using various techniques can also contribute to reduction of these costs and ensure efficient energy conversion [62, 63] . A cold stream in a process can be either heated by hot utility or hot stream in the process while a hot stream can be cooled by cold utility or another cold stream. Heat exchanger network in Fig. 9 comprising of 2 hot streams and 3 cold streams integrated with 4 heat exchangers illustrates this. Owing to the need for improvement in energy recovery and minimizing the global cost, heat exchanger network synthesis problem has been extensively studied in the past [64] .
HENS is a NP-hard problem for which an exact polynomial-time computational algorithm does not exist [65] . Several metaheuristic techniques capable of handling complex problems in a feasible computational time have also been proposed [66, 67] .
Sequential synthesis and simultaneous synthesis are the two well-known groups of methods for handling HENS problem. One of the prevalent approaches is sequential synthesis, wherein a problem is decomposed into three subproblems, namely the minimum utility cost, minimum number of matches, and minimum cost network problems. These subproblems can be treated in an easier fashion as compared to the original single-task problem. The minimum number of matches problem consists of determining minimum cost of matches, which satisfy the supply and demand of heat for a heat exchanger network. This simple HENS subproblem with only one temperature interval is NP-hard in the strong sense [65] . For a heat exchanger network consisting of m sources and n sinks with a single temperature interval, there is a supply Si of heat at each source i and demand Dj for heat at each sink j. The cost for each possible match between a source i and a sink j is denoted by cij. The variables qij represent total heat exchanged between source i and sink j, while the existence of heat match between them is given by a binary variable wij. Fig. 9 clearly shows the existence of heat exchanger match and heat flow between hot stream i and cold stream j. This matches problem can be formulated as in Eq. (9) where the first two constraints represent energy balance, and the third one is a logical constraint. Here a randomly generated problem instance of size m=4 and n=3 was used for analysis that satisfied the feasibility requirement ∑ = ∑ . A pictorial depiction of the same is shown in Fig. 10a Table 5 shows the statistics for model sizes of given formulations of minimum number of matches problem. For the randomly generated problem instances, MILP model and the discretized model are solved using CPU-based Gurobi solver. Its corresponding QUBO is solved on quantum solver and the computation times along with obtained solution are reported in Table 6 . computers can be usually optimized for a specific problem enabling them to outperform quantum annealers at the current stage. This is evident from the large quadratic assignment instance performing better than a simpler heat exchanger network synthesis problem in terms of speed and solution quality. Even in case of a problem for which quantum speedup is apparent, there is no denying the possibility that a better classical algorithm will be found for the same class of problems.
Results
The gate based quantum systems achieved by firms like IBM have very few qubits compared to the annealing systems. Different error sources add noise to qubits in turn affecting the robustness of gate operation. Current state of the art gate based quantum computer contains 20 qubits with gate error rate of about five percent. It is projected that for a quantum computer to achieve some task that no classical computer can perform will need over fifty qubits with less than 0.1 percent gate error rate. Improving the quality of qubits and qubit operations, as the number of qubits and associated controls rise, is a major challenge. With increasing number of qubits and their variance, an important goal would be to mitigate noise from different sources. It is expected that this challenge would likely get harder as the system size increases. At the current state of technological advancement, classical algorithms dominate the quantum algorithms implemented on gate systems with very few exceptions. On the other hand, quantum annealers developed explicitly for optimization perform better in some cases. This does not necessarily imply that simpler problems easily solvable on classical computer will perform exceptionally better on quantum hardware.
Problems relevant to practical applications do not always belong to the class of binary quadratic model, rather a huge chunk of them are mixed-integer nonlinear optimization problems. Until a universal quantum computer is realized, it is only logical to use classical and quantum hardware in conjunction with each other. The deterministic methodology of exact classical solvers when combined with the probabilistic nature of quantum techniques may be the next step in quantum computing. A crude example of this would be to use quantum resources to explore neighboring solutions periodically dictated by a classical algorithm to optimize an arbitrary nonlinear objective function. Best of both classical and quantum domains is ensured through this approach. In the near future, along with better quality and error correction schemes for qubits and controls, there arises a need for hybrid tools capable of combining the computing power of both classical and quantum computers.
As evident from the presented case studies, quantum computers perform exceptionally better for facility-location location allocation problems. Although they perform mediocre for problems requiring discretization schemes, good feasible solutions can be obtained for problems with large solution spaces in reasonable runtimes. Sustainable design and operation of energy systems which consider economic, environmental, and social impacts are quite complex to solve [21] , and a standalone quantum solution approach might not be feasible for such design problems, since the best solution is always expected in this case. However, for energy systems in the presence of uncertainty, online adaptation is required to ensure system is always operated optimally, implying the online solving of such optimization problems. Quantum computers can efficiently handle such problems, by providing good feasible solutions within reasonably shorter computational times than any classical computer. However, this does not necessarily mean that design problems will not benefit from quantum approaches. Hybrid quantum-classical methodologies can be developed for optimal design and scheduling of energy systems, which will always outperform a either of classical or standalone quantum approaches. At this stage, such algorithms need to be developed for a specific class of problems, but a more generic approach for global optimization of highly complex problems has become a necessity, and efforts need to be directed toward such technologies and algorithms.
Conclusion
In this paper, a brief introduction to the new and emerging field of quantum computing and some relevant applications to energy systems optimization are provided. The type of problems compatible with quantum hardware and quantum algorithms used for optimization are also discussed. The conducted analysis of mentioned optimization problems reveal that although an approximation by problem space discretization yields an optimal solution, its likelihood of being the best possible solution changes. Some of the challenges faced by quantum computers in terms of hardware architecture, precision and error mitigation are also stated. Although in some instances a quantum advantage may be perceived, classical algorithms explicitly customized for that particular instance could potentially outperform a quantum computer. This does not imply that quantum computers are up to no good. Quantum computing is at its earliest stages of development and still has a long way to go compared to its much matured classical counterpart. In the future, numerous applications would demand implementation of both classical and quantum resources and hence efforts need to be directed towards harnessing the power of quantum computing systems for large-scale, complex energy systems optimization problems. Problems like energy supply planning and supply chain design [22] , multi-period scheduling of operations on power plants, and sustainable design and synthesis of energy systems [17] which can be further complicated by uncertainties that carry temporal correlations are examples of large-scale optimization problems for which the said quantum-classical hybrid methodologies should be implemented.
